The Spectral Astrometry Mission is a space-mission concept that uses simultaneous, multiple-star differential astrometry to measure exo-solar planet masses. The goal of SAM is to measure the reflex motions of hundreds of nearby (∼50 pc) F, G and K stars, relative to adjacent stars, with a resolution of 2.5 µ-arcsec. SAM is a new application of Spectral Interferometry (SI), also called Externally Dispersed Interferometry (EDI), that can simultaneously measure the angular difference between the target and multiple reference stars. SI has demonstrated the ability to measure a λ/20, 000 white-light fringe shift with only λ/3 baseline control. SAM's structural stability and compensation requirements are therefore dramatically reduced compared to existing long-arm balanced-arm interferometric astrometry methods. We describe the SAM's mission concept, longbaseline SI astrometry method, and technical challenges to achieving the mission.
INTRODUCTION
We describe a space-based differential astrometry mission concept for measuring exo-solar planet masses. The mission concept, called the Spectral Astrometry Mission or SAM, has as its goal the detection of the motions of hundreds of nearby (∼50 pc) F, G and K stars, relative to adjacent stars, with a resolution of 2.5 µarcsec (µ"). SAM is based on the new application of an existing interferometric technique called Spectral Interferometry (SI). The SAM SI instrument can simultaneously measure target and reference stars. Light collected by telescopes, separated by a long-baseline, is combined and measured by SI's hybrid of an unbalanced-arm interferometer and a classical spectrometer. Because the SI technique has demonstrated 1, 2 visible phase shifts resolution of λ/20, 000 with a baseline control of only λ/3, the requirements for SAM's large-scale structural stability or compensation are dramatically reduced compared to existing balanced-arm, single-target interferometric astrometry methods such as those proposed for space interferometry mission 3 (SIM). The SAM is compact, using 50 cm telescopes separated by a 2-m 'flexible' baseline. The SAM mission concept offers a promising new path for space-based differential astrometry.
The Search for Extra-solar Planets
The search for extra-solar planets is one of the most visible areas of science today.
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Ground based measurements of radial stellar velocity reflex have led to the discovery of scores of planets. Important questions regarding the statistical distribution of planet masses and orbital axis remain because the radial velocimetry methods are inherently biased toward the detection of large mass planets with small axes, and because the methods establish only lower planet-mass limits due to undermined orbital inclination. In particular, key questions remain regarding the population of Earth like planets within habitable zones and the population of Jupiter like planets at large distances. It is unclear whether our kind of planetary system is typical or atypical. These issues have profound impact upon the predicted evolution of habitable planets and their atmospheres. Shaded area shows SAM sensitivity from 5-25 pc.
The limitations of radial-velocimetry measurements have inspired efforts to find new methods of directly measuring exo-planets. One method being actively pursued for space-missions is wide-angle astrometry to measure a star's circular reflex motion due to the presence of a planet(s), (such as the SIM concept). The wide-angle astrometry method uses long baseline interferometry (LBI) to measure the positional shift of a target star's centroid relative to other reference stars. By making repeated measurements over time of the target's differential position, the actual reflex orbital motion can be mapped, the orbital inclination estimated, and the planetary mass derived given the target mass due to the stellar type.
The observations required for planetary population investigations are to survey for Earth-like and larger planets around hundreds of Sun-like stars, and to directly determine the masses of the detected planets. The science requirements propagate into inter-related observatory and instrument requirements. The desired range for planet mass and axis measurements determines the minimum (∼2-3 months) and maximum measurement interval (∼5 years) and so establishes requirements for mission life and number of exposures per target. The planet mass and axis, together with the target space distribution, establish the astrometric resolution requirements and, taken together with the required number of target measurements, determines the instrument flux sensitivity requirements. The target distribution is derived from the 3-dimensional space distribution (luminosity function) of Sun-like stars (here taken as F, G, and K dwarfs).
The relationship between several of these parameters is shown in "discovery space" in Fig. 1 . The astrometric resolution needed to detect planets of given orbital axes and masses at specific distances are shown. We conclude that an intermediate, 2.5 µ" resolution, sufficient to detect the reflex motion of an Earth-like planet at 1.2 pc, will provide a sufficient sampling of the discovery space to obtain essential science data. A summary of the SAM mission concept parameters are shown in Table 1 .
Existing Method: Balanced Long-Baseline Interferometry (e.g. SIM)
We briefly describe the LBI astrometry method used by SIM 6 for planet finding. SIM uses a long-baseline balanced-arm interferometer. Light from two collectors at the baseline ends is interfered. The optical path lengths of the two input arms must be precisely matched so that their difference (called the delay τ ) is nearly zero. In this balanced-path configuration, the fringe phase (φ = τ /λ) does not vary strongly with wavelength (λ). The method requires exquisite dimensional stability or characterization of the large optical paths because as τ departs from 0 the fringes become unresolvable. For example, the SIM 6 plans a 7 m baseline rigid truss to mount open-beam optics, and uses multiple control and metrology loops to stabilize or measure the entire optical path with a total error budget of 340 pico-m, or λ/1500 at 5000Å. Limiting dimensional tolerances to this precision over multi-meter baselines is extremely challenging, stretching the state of the art, and budgets.
With this method, a minimum of three separate or sequentially interferometer baseline measurements are required to obtain the relative angular position of the target to two reference stars. This is because balanced LBI techniques cannot distinguish between multiple sources if their starlight is superimposed within a single common path. The inability to use a common path occurs because different objects within the field will generate a similar spectral fringe pattern 7 that cannot igure 2. Long baseline measurement of an object off-axis at angle θ creates an unbalanced interferometer having nonzero τ , producing fringes that vary along the wavelength direction with a density proportional to θ. be accurately distinguished. Some conventional LBI instruments use up to a few tens of wavelength channels to help retain fringe visibility under parasitic dispersion effects, however this is insufficient to distinguish among multiple simultaneous objects.
SAM Method: Unbalanced
Long-Baseline Spectral Interferometry
System Description
The SI astrometry system (see Fig. 2 ) is a long-baseline unbalanced-arm, white-light interferometer that samples the delay τ (corresponding to illumination angle) between its two apertures over a large number of phase cycles by using dispersion to separate the spectrally varying fringes emanating from a Michelson interferometer. By inserting a reference absorption cell in the beam, a low spatial frequency Moiré pattern results on the detector because of the heterodyning of the two high spatial frequency spectra. This heterodyning relieves the need for a high-resolution spectrometer and expands the measurement range of τ , effectively increasing the angular field of view for a given detector pixel size. Multiple stars can be viewed simultaneously in the enlarged field of view. Each star has a different Moiré pattern that will beat with the other stars pattern. Phase stepping techniques provide robust and accurate determination of the beat pattern phase. Simultaneous multiple reference star observation eliminates the dependence of the baseline length and rotation angle knowledge from the phase determination. Common mode changes in the pathlength of the multiple stars are unimportant, dramatically reducing the stability requirements of the instrument for the large common-path baseline distances.
Fringe Formation
Light from two collectors at the baseline B ends are joined in a Michelson interferometer. The optical path difference, τ , of the two inputs are made intentionally large (e.g. many thousands of wavelengths, λ). In this, unbalanced -path configuration the fringe phase varies strongly with λ. The light from the interferometer is imaged to the slit of a conventional spectrograph and the overlapping phases in the interfered light are dispersed. The sinusoidal fringes form a spectrally dependent comb transmission function,
(where ν = 1/λ in cm −1 ), that modulates (multiplies) the input spectrum. The spectral dispersion allows measurement of the Michelson fringes.
Simultaneous angle measurement
An essential characteristic of SI is its ability to measure several stars simultaneously. The SI can be used to measure the source position angle to the baseline, θ, because θ effects the total inter-arm delay by
and therefore the density of fringes per unit of frequency. Hence, for small θ, the target angle is proportional to, and uniquely determines, the spatial fringe frequency across the bandwidth (∆ν) of the spectrograph:
This is significant because multiple targets, observed simultaneously at different position angles, will generate multiple spatial frequencies that can be readily separated using post-detection Fourier decomposition (see Fig. 3 for a laboratory demonstration of this phenomena). Differential angular measurement between simultaneous targets are robust to changes over the long baseline because light from all of the stars travel simultaneously through this common path. Therefore, common optical element changes such as detector distortions, focal spot shape, and temporal changes in the stellar spectrum or intensity are negated.
Importance of simultaneous measurements
SI's capability to simultaneously measure stars has several very important ramifications.
(1) The need for long-path baseline stability is relieved because the differential angle measurements are not affected by deviations (typically environmental) in the common-conduit path.
(2) The determination of differential position angle can be made independent of the value of the baseline length if two reference stars are simultaneously measured against the target. Hence, δθ can be measured to high accuracy even if the baseline shifts within or between measurements (see Eq. 11, which shows δθ is independent of B). (3) Determining δθ can also be made independent of absolute baseline rotation-angle if three reference stars are simultaneously measured against the target because the new reference coordinates allow for a recursive estimation of roll errors. Consequently, the need for critical control or measurement of observatory rotational pointing is decoupled from the interferometric result. (4) Simultaneous measurements of both target and reference stars present an observing efficiency advantage compared to sequential observations.
Spatial heterodyning of angle measurement
Because the spectral fringe frequency increases with position angle, the maximum measurable angle is proportional to the resolution of the spectrograph (and the pixel size of the detector). In order to measure large angles, while keeping the spectral resolution R = λ/δλ modest and the consequent payload size, mass and complexity low, a Moiré or heterodyning process is used. The light, after interference, is passed through a wavelength reference cell (comb) that imprints (multiplies) a known spectrum against the input spectrum. The reference spectrum imprints the light with thousands of stable spectral fiducials. The sinusoidal fringes due to angular position (Eqs. 1 & 2 beat against the features of the reference spectrum to form a Moiré pattern on the detector. These Moiré patterns rotate in phase with position angle in the same way as its underlying spectral fringes.
Beat phase measurement
For spectral astrometry, the position-angle induced Moiré pattern for one star is measured simultaneously with the Moiré pattern for another star. The phase of the beats formed between the two patterns is a highly sensitive measurement of the differential angle δθ between the two stars. The beat phase, is independent of drifts in the common path delay. The δθ measurement is insensitive to the absolute position angle because, while the underlying fringe pattern frequency changes with θ, the beat pattern frequency does not. Because the Moiré patterns are large compared to the spectral fringes Figure 3. Laboratory data demonstration of multi-object SI. Two stars observed by the spectral interferometer each would produce a unique fringe pattern, which manifests beats when summed at the detector. The white light fringe patterns shown were obtained using the prototype SI modified to have a baseline B, and two white light pinhole sources simulating stars, both together (#a with beats) and separately (#b, #c). Pinholes were separated by 0.5
• with B=6 mm and spectrum bandwidth 350Å over 5400Å.
themselves, the system is quite insensitive to the optical quality of the common path system. For example, while variable or aberrant spectrometer resolution or focus may change or reduce the Moiré pattern contrast, it will not degrade the structure of the pattern itself.
Phase Stepping improvements
We implement a phase-stepping method to provide accurate phase determination and to allow for a straightforward data-analysis algorithm to eliminate fixed pattern instrument noise and delay drifts up to λ/3. We arrange for the interferometer delay τ to linearly vary slightly along the spectrometer input slit axis (called the vertical axis) by tilting one interferometer mirror across the spectral dispersion plane. The resulting slanted interferometer comb pattern can be analyzed along the vertical axis at each spectral channel. Thus, the real and imaginary components of the fringe phase can be derived by using a series of self-referenced phase measurements of the Moiré fringe within a single exposure. Although this cross-dispersion sinus phase variation itself allows for phase determinations, additional phase stepping is still advantageous because it removes fixed pattern noise such as detector flat-field variations. Hence, we introduce delay modulation with a PZTtransduced mirror by taking four exposures with delay steps of about λ/4. A proven, sophisticated phase algorithm 8 does not require knowledge of the phase stepping size. The step size is found as part of a minimization procedure that takes advantage of the independence of the fringing wavelength channels.
DEMONSTRATION OF SPECTRAL INTERFEROMETRY PERFORMANCE
We have demonstrated a compact spectral interferometer in our laboratories to have a phase resolution of ∆τ = 27 picometers or λ/20, 000.
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This SI was designed for a Doppler velocimetry application. Theory of the Moiré fringe formation and phase stepping data processing technique common to both the Doppler and astrometry applications is in Refs. 8-10. Figure 5 shows the SI. Light from a source fiber passes through an iodine vapor cell used as a spectral reference. Hence the light now consists of both the potentially Doppleraffected source spectra and the stationary iodine absorption spectrum (5000-5800Å). The light transits an unbalanced Michelson interferometer, with a τ ∼ 1 cm delay, and is then dispersed by a commercial R =20 k spectrograph to a CCD detector. Fringes were observed with various sources including sunlight, bright starlight, and simulated stationary starlight consisting of a backlit bromine vapor cell. Figure 4 shows SI's Moiré fringes resulting from beating an iodine reference spectrum against the comb from a τ = 1.1 cm unbalanced interferometer. The relative shift between a stationary "bromine stellar source" and the reference iodine cell spectra were measured repeatedly 1, 2 to find an instrument noise-limited performance of 0.76 m/s, which is equivalent to λ/20, 000. Although the velocimetry and astrometry data analysis techniques slightly differ, the λ/20, 000 performance result can be directly applied to our astrometry application.
The Doppler SI suffered a long period (2 week) zeropoint velocity drift (∼4 m/s), a small magnitude that is quite remarkable given that the instrument was not thermally or optically stabilized. Regardless, astrometry requires repeated precision across long measurement intervals. Fortunately, these zero-point drifts are immaterial to our astrometry because the SAM approach uses a differential method that obtains a new zero-point template spectra for each measurement.
The broadband nature of SI is a primary reason for the order of magnitude fringe-shift precision improvement compared to conventional monochromatic interferometers. The presence of thousands of wavelength channels, each having independent, evenly sampled fringe phase, means that systematic phase errors are statistically diminished. In fact this type of multichannel spectral method has been applied, using 32 channels, to improve group-delay fringe tracking for the ground based Navy Prototype Optical Interferometer. 
THEORY 3.1. Spectral beats for astrometry
The angular difference ∆θ between two objects in the SI is detected through the presence of beats in the fringing spectra vs. ν (Fig. 3) . First consider a single target. As τ increases, the fringing spectra twists (linearly increasing phase angle change ∆φ versus ν) because ∆φ is wavelength dependent, ∆φ = ∆τ /λ. (Our analysis, which determines the absolute τ that creates a given fringing spectrum, is not confused by integer fringe skips, as is a monochromatic system. Now consider two temporally incoherent broadband sources #1 and #2. Assume that θ 1 and θ 2 are widely separated so that (τ 1 − τ 2 )ν > 1, i.e. so that at least 1 fringe exists over the spectrograph bandwidth. Then these two fringe patterns will not be confused, as we show. Since both star light 1 and 2 travel through the same reference spectrum cell, they each make a similar fringing spectrum but having different amounts of twist. Fringing spectra are represented by complex waves, whose phase and magnitude vs. ν represent the phase and visibility for a given spectral channel. Let W 1 (ν) and W 2 (ν) be fringing spectra for stars 1 and 2 measured alone, and W 0 (ν) the spectra for the reference cell alone (i.e. the instrument at θ = 0, τ = 0). It can be shown that the fringing spectra are related to the intrinsic spectrum W 0 (ν) by a phasor
which applies the spiral twist. The addition of two different amounts of twists on the same fringing spectrum creates beats in net amplitude and phase, depending on the relative intensity a of the sources:
The second term contains the beats in both phase and magnitude. The number of beats across the bandwidth (BW) is
and is proportional to the difference in source angle,
The expected angular displacements created by a planet tugging a star will produce fringes from observation to observation that change by much less than a single revolution of twist. Because the whole number of beats changes so slightly, we choose to measure the phase of the beats for a fixed n to determine ∆θ. The use of spectral beats for astrometry has been theoretically discussed by James, Kandpal and Wolf.
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Our method differs by the inclusion of the reference cell that greatly increasing the maximum measurable delay, and by the use of phase stepping techniques that very precisely measure the beats in both amplitude and phase.
Independence from Baseline
The SI measures the fraction angular position of the target relative to the spacing between the two reference stars. Using small angles (the conclusion is valid for larger angles), each star's delay is due to its angle plus the common pathlength offset C: If the target is #2 and the reference #1 and #3, then the baseline is
and
Hence, two or more simultaneous reference stars remove the baseline value B from determination of δθ.
Photon-limited Sensitivity
The single star photon limited angular resolution of a SI interferometer is
where V is fringe visibility (0.2 to < 1 typical) and the photon noise factor P NF = 1/N ph (13) where N ph is the number of photons. For multiple stars measured separately the PNF is described by
which is plotted in Fig. 6 as thin curve for a case where the target star magnitude is varied relative to two reference star intensities. In comparison, for measuring 3 stars simultaneously, the PNF is described by
which is plotted in Fig. 6 as dashed curve. It is beneficial to make all 3 stars equal intensity. The bold curve, P NF SA , shows when the brightest stars of a triad are attenuated to minimize the PNF. To maximize sensitivity, the range of target and reference star flux should be limited. This can be accomplished by target selection (as we have done for our target estimates) or by relative attenuation which, in theory, could be instrumentally implemented. Note that measuring the stars separately means measuring them sequentially. For a fixed total integration time, N ph will be reduced 3×, raising P NF 0 by √ 3. Hence sequential and simultaneous observations produce similar photon limited behavior when the stars are of similar intensity.
Multi-Star Target Statistics
We have examined the Tycho and Hipparcos stellar catalogs to find candidate target stars with nearby reference stars suitable for differential astrometry measurements. We identified all dwarf stars of type F, G and K as possible targets. We counted as candidates the number of target stars with magnitude ≤ m v , within a distance ≤ d, and with 3 or more reference stars within a certain angular distance to the target star. The catalogs completeness begins to limit the population for m v < 10. Our results are summarized in the Table 2 . Our analysis shows that an SI with a 0.5
• to 1
• FOV with sensitivity to detect m v < 9 or 10 should be able to observe the desired number of science targets. Our candidate values are not estimates, but actual catalog counts. Not all of these stars may be ideal targets for SAM science however. We have not yet tested the relative separation and orthogonal alignment, parameters that can effect the astrometric uncertainty. Figure 7 shows our straw-man adaptation for the SAM SI instrument. Two telescopes, separated by a baseline distance B, collect coherent broadband light beams from distant targets. Given SI's demonstrated λ/20, 000 wavefront precision, then the 2.5 µ" angular resolution goal can be achieved with a 2 meter baseline.
PRELIMINARY INSTRUMENT DESIGN

Telescope size
Sensitivity requirements determine the telescope size and bandpass. From our prior analysis (Eq. 12), we estimate that a total ∼700 million events must be detected to achieve 2.5 µ" resolution with a 2-m baseline assuming a 50% fringe visibility and reference and target stars with similar intensity. These events may be wavelength across the recorded spectrum having density (1/spacing) proportional to source angle. Multiple sources travelling the same common path through the conduit create beats in spectrum. These measure the differential source angle ∆θ12 independent of conduit length. Coarse (λ/3) fringe tracking prevents fringe skips. A spectral reference is used to heterodyne dense fringe spacing to a lower density resolvable by spectrograph. The reference could either be an iodine absorption cell or a laser stabilized interferometer.
accumulated in any series of independent observation. To observe 150 targets four times per year then each observation may accumulate a total integration time of ∼25,000 s, assuming an observational efficiency of 50%. To measure orthogonal angular positions on the sky, two observations per star are needed unless a second, two-telescope SI is included in the payload design. We presume SAM includes a pair of SI's for both observational efficiency and redundancy. Assuming reasonable component efficiencies (7*M 93%, G 80%, Q 70%, BS 50%, 4*T 95%, fiber coupling 50%), the total throughput is ∼8%. Presuming a 50-cm telescope aperture with 70% obscuration, we derive that a 600 A bandpass is required to observe a 9 th magnitude G2 star.
Focal plane fiber collector
At the focal plane, four fiber collectors are shuttled to a fixed position to collect each star's light. We envision that co-aligned star-trackers per telescope actuate an "anti-jitter" mirror system that stabilizes starlight in the correct focal plane position for beam collection. The four fiber paths from each telescope must be combined into a single beam or fiber optical conduit in a common mode mixer (e.g. via a pinhole or single mode fiber). We envision using single-mode joiners similar to those commercially available.
For each star, the path from the first telescope surface to the point of beam combination is non-common. Consequently, great care must be taken to control or measure relative shifts between each of the stars' optical path. The focal plane collection and non-common path treatment represent the primary technical challenges to be mastered. We describe methods of resolving these issues below, and note the happy fact that the dimensional control issue must be resolved over the size scale of an individual telescope, not over the multimeter baseline scale.
Flexible Baseline Conduit
A long baseline conduit carries mixed light from each focal plane to the interferometer. The conduit can consist of flexible optical fiber because using simultaneous reference stars negates any changes in the commonpath baseline. Once the individual fibers have been forced to share the same wavefront by, say travel through a pinhole or short length of single mode fiber, then any subsequent path shares a common wavefront and can be of any type such as a large diameter multimode fiber or an open beam. Our straw-man uses multimode fiber for the long common path between the input optics and interferometer. Flexible conduit allows greater freedom in the mechanical design and layout of the payload and eliminates the need for a large rigid (subwave) baseline truss. While single mode fibers produce a more controlled fringe phase at the spectrometer, multimode fibers tend to have a larger transparency bandwidth.
Gross Optical Delay
An optical delay line trombone is actuated over many cm in one arm to allow for an adjustable non-zero delay offset, which is also equivalent to a FOV pointing offset that allows for compensation of large-scale observatory pointing errors. We anticipate launching the fiber light to a small, collimated open beam prior to entering the delay line.
During each individual exposure, the arm path length must be stable to λ/3 or net fringe visibility will be diminished. This can be accomplished using a conventional, small-motion optical-path stabilizing (λ/3) actuator in one of the two arms. A huge advantage of SI is that the relative stellar angle precision is de-coupled from the phase precision (φ) so pathlength stabilization < λ/3 is not necessary. (The SIM method must achieve λ/1500 phase precision because, in this case, φ directly sets the angular resolution.) The small-motion actuator also can be used to provide ∼ λ/4 phase stepping per exposure. The optical-path actuator(s) fine positioning is controlled (typically piezoelectrics) by a fringe phase sensor.
Field of View
The light from both arms are combined with a beam splitter and passed through a reference cell. The maximum angle that can be measured in a single observation is θ max = τ coh /B where τ coh is the coherence length of the reference cavity. For an iodine cell (τ coh ∼ 6 cm) and a 2 m baseline θ max is 1.7
• . However, the field of view of the SAM will also be constrained by the input optics design and the statistics of the distribution of the target and reference stars. We illustrate the choice of either a stabilized interferometric cavity cell, and a gas absorption cell. Interferometric cavities tend to have much higher fringe visibility and coherence lengths than gas cells and, in principle, can have their fringe spacing actively tuned to provide the optimum comb function for observations. The gas cell, can provide an absolute fiducial wavelength grid that can be used to calibrate the tunable cavity or to extract a wavelength-calibrated high resolution spectrum from and individual star.
Spectrometer and CCD
A spectrometer's slit is at the focus of the reference cell output beam. The R=20,000 spectrometer disperses the fringes to a wide (∼4000 pxl) CCD detector that covers the 600Å bandwidth centered at 5000Å. The CCD need not be as tall (128 pxl) because the nondispersion axis is used to read low spatial frequency Moire pattern phase.
Exposures per target are taken in sequence for each λ/4 phase. Maximum exposure time will be bound by the depth of the CCD well and by the ability of the SI system to maintain fringe stability. The phase stepping algorithm removes high frequency fixed pattern noise and fringe patterns from the data image and eventually returns the Moiré beat complex phase. 
FURTHER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Reference cells
In principal, any stable spectrum can be used for a fiducial spectral reference, such as an I 2 absorption spectrum or the periodic spectrum provided by a stabilized interferometer or cavity (e.g. Michelson, Fabry Perot or Lyot cell). The reference cell's spectral comb stability must match the desired SI system fringe resolution. The technology to meet cell stability requirement is tractable. Gas absorption cells (e.g. I 2 , Br 2 ) have > λ/20, 000 stability for ∼6 cm cavities. A FabryPerot (FP) has been demonstrated in a 1-cm cell with ∼ λ/20, 000 stability using a using semiconductor-laser stabilization (Connes 14, 15 ). In principle, this FP stabilization technique should be applicable to much longer coherence lengths.
Internal phase calibration system
Light from each star must be joined into a common mode in a way that does not cause uncorrectable changes to the relative pathlength for each star. That means that the entire uncommon path from the first telescope surface to the mixed fiber must be stable or measurable to the wavefront resolution requirement of λ/20, 000. This requirement is the key technical challenge to the SAM's implementation.
Our approach to the problem is to directly measure any differences in the individual star beam pathlengths in situ with the same SI used for the stellar measurements. White light is inserted by one of three narrow fibers affixed about the primary surface (Fig. 8) . A spherically expanding wavefront propagates through the optics to each collecting fiber. The fibers have pathlengths that differ by more than the light coherence length to avoid data confusion between the fibers. The calibrant light creates a fringing spectrum and the fibers' differential pathlengths are determined using the same apparatus and method as for starlight. The exact location of the emitting fibers does not matter, since offsets generate a pathlength error linear in θ are eliminated by using two reference stars. Using three fibers in a tripod allows all 6 dimensions of differential rotation and translation to be determined. Then only non-linear temporal mirror figure distortions between the fiber locations must be controlled or calibrated. The calibration would occur separately for each input arm and the three fibers would be energized sequentially. The source need not be exactly white, and could be a high-brightness photo-diode so that calibration exposures would be rapid.
Telescope induced phase errors
Telescope illumination effects and temporal optical excursions could induce differential phase errors to the star beam paths. Since only differences in pathlengths between the individual stars matters, then only higher order effects are generally important. For example, a non-spherical wavefront at the fibers focus is, in itself, not detrimental because, as the telescope pointing wanders, all the fibers will move over the focal spot in the same way. Secondly, wavefront differences do not matter if they are linear in position, because such terms can be shown to be equivalent to a change in baseline B to form an effective baseline B † , an uncertainty eliminated by using two simultaneous reference stars (Eqs. 9-11). Only a secondary-induced, quadratic wavefront distortion can cause significant differential beam path changes. An offending quadratic term in the data difference,
could be eliminated by subtracting instantaneous white light calibration. If the calibrations bracket the stellar exposure in time, then the offense will be cancelled. (However, subtle errors can arise if β is varying, such as due to thermal effects.) 
